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COSHH Form (Continued)
Process Risk Assessment Form (Continued)
Safety Method Statement (Continued)
 Safety Documentation
Please select the forms you require by selecting the check boxes below. You can select more than one.
Once you have made your selections, scroll down and complete the forms.
 
Buttons:  [+] will add a row to a list    [x] will delete a row from a list
 
You may save this file to a local drive at any time.
When you have finished, save the file to a local drive and email it to your supervisor for authorisation.
  
Supervisors - There is a sign-off section at the end of the document set that must be completed.
Staff may "self authorise", (as a supervisor), but the forms must still be submitted to the DSO for approval.
 
IMPORTANT:
YOU MUST NOT START ANY PRACTICAL WORK UNTIL THESE FORMS HAVE BEEN RETURNED TO YOU WITH BOTH YOUR SUPERVISOR's AND DSO's APPROVAL SIGNATURES ATTACHED.
Please complete these fields
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Overall Assessment Scores
Risk Assessment
Is this process risk assessment for a :
Category 1: Workplace  
Category 2: Hazardous and/or Harmful substances  
Category 3: Activity
Category 4:  Organisation
Explain the risks associated with these hazards
Category 1: Machinery & work equipment:      
Design and Construction
Mechanical hazards
Electrical hazards
Radiation hazards
Category 2: Workplace  
Category 3: Hazardous and/or Harmful substances  
Category 4: Work activity
Category 5: Work organisation
Explain the risks associated with these hazards  
What are the control  measures?
  Lowers Impact
  Lowers Probability
 
Who may be at risk as a result of this activity?
 
Personnel Group
Maximum
(Task setup/ Re-configuration)
High
(Performing the task)
Medium
(Observing the task)
Low
(Present, but not involved)
Lone Working
(Out of hours)
No Exposure Permitted
Total
Academic Staff
Technical Staff
Research Staff (PDRA)
Research Students (PhD)
Students (Undergraduate / MSc)
Visitors
Total
With these controls in place, the risk is:
LASER DETAILS
PROCESS
 Metals
Non Metals
Laser Use
Safety Method Statement
 
What equipment will be used in this activity?
What training must be completed to do this activity?
What chemicals are being used?  (These must be included in the COSHH Form)
Spill and accident procedures.
Procedure in the event of an emergency.  (How to leave the process in a safe condition in such an event)
References.
 Detailed sequential description of the process
Process step
Precautionary measures and comments
COSHH Form
Hazard Statement and Description
Precaution Statement and Description
    Justify the use of this chemical:
  How will the precautions listed above be implemented?
   Special Storage and Containment Measures
Disposal Method
   How will spillages be dealt with?  
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This chemical has a high health risk associated with it.  
Supervisor to check that the process involving the safe use of these  chemicals has been satisfactorily evaluated
Supervisor and Departmental Safety Office (DSO) Sign-off.
 
Supervisors
Please check the documents above and if you want to approve them:
1)  Electronically sign this document 
2)  Save it to a local drive  (You will be prompted to do this)
3)  eMail the signed document to the DSO.
 
DSOPlease review the documents above and if you want to approve them:
1)  Enter the reference numbers as appropriate
2)  Electronically sign this document
3)  Save it to a local drive  (You will be prompted to do this)
3)  eMail the signed document to the originator
 
IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO AUTHORISE THE FORMS, 
Please do not sign the form, but click the "Not Approved" check-box and return it to the originator
 by email stating why and what you expect them to do to put it right in the comments box below.
Form Reference Numbers
This document set must be reviewed and re-approved at the following times:
1)  After the first occurrence of the activity described above (Review only)
2)  After any change to the procedure or reagents used
3)  After any incident resulting from this activity
4)  At least annually from the date of approval
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Process, Method and CoSHH Risk assessment templates
2
Everyone in the room
Asphyxiation
Very Harmful
Medium
Use an oxygen monitor, when working with liquid nitrogen. Check it is working before hand. If alarm sounds exit area immediately. Work in a well ventilated area. When refilling the cryobanks in the CBE, the doors are propped open to allow for ventilation. Always work in pairs. When retrieving or inserting cryo vials into the cryobank, ensure the O2 monitor is working and prop open door for ventilation. 
Moderately
Moderately
Low
Operator and people in proximity
Extremely low temperatures- burns/hypothermia
Harmful
Unlikely
Medium
For extremely low temperatures, wear the appropriate PPE to minimize the chances of coming into direct contact with the liquid nitrogen. Mandatory PPE is blue  cold insulated gloves for use with working with cold temperatures and safety visor/safety glasses. Closed toe shoes also must be worn.
Moderately
Moderately
Low
Operator
Movement of dewars- manual handling/spills
Low
Dewar is on a trolley this allows for the dewar to be safely and easily moved from gas pod 3 to H30 for cyobank refill, or from gas pod 3 to the BOC truck for liquid nitrogen deliveries and back again. The dewars also have lids on, which prevents liquid nitrogen from escaping. SOP013 Safe use and Maintenance of Liquid Nitrogen stores provides guidance for handling liquid nitrogen.Authorised laboratory users are trained in how to deal with spills ( including liquid nitrogen).
Significantly
Moderately
Low
Operator
Pouring of liquid nitrogen- asphyxiation/low temps
Very Harmful
Unlikely
High
-Use of correct PPE-Use of Oxygen monitors to detect a fall in the oxygen levels-Use of a cryo bucket which is insulated and also a funnel which allows for easier pouring of liquid nitrogen into the cryobanks.-The liquid nitrogen dewar, is able to be tipped on its stand which allows the liquid nitrogen to be poured safely into the cryo bucket.-There is always another person present, in case something should go wrong.- The area is always well ventilated while this process is occuring-Full training is given to those handling/manual re-filling cryostores. Training is recorded in training files. 
Significantly
Moderately
Low
Everyone in the room
Exposure to Covid
Very Harmful
Medium
Follow all national, local and University Covid-19 guidelines, and respect local lab Covid rules and risk assessment.Although face coverings are no longer mandatory it is advised to wear face coverings in communal areas. Staff are advised to wear face coverings (and visors if in close contact with others). ALL of the above guidelines MUST be observed.
Moderately
Low
Low
Liquid Nitrogen
7727-37-9
Open
H281 Contains refrigerated gas; may cause cryogenic burns or injury.
P282 Wear cold insulating gloves/face shield/eye protection.
P336 Thaw frosted parts with lukewarm water. Do no rub affected area.
P315 Get immediate medical advice/attention.
P403 Store in a well-ventilated place.
Wear appropriate PPE - cold insulating gloves (nitrile gloves will not be worm under cold insulating gloves), face shield, lab coat.Use of oxygen monitors- check if it is working before starting work, will alarm if there is an oxygen depletion. Storage dewars are stored in Gas Pod 3, which is very well insulated. Cryobanks, when they are being used or filled, ventilation will be increased by having doors open. Filling of cryobanks will always be done in pairs, this will allow for the alarm to be raised if something goes wrong. 
High
Low
l
Check oxygen monitor is working correctlyPut liquid nitrogen in use signs up.Prop doors open to allow proper ventilation.Deploy metal spill trays in the autoclave room in case of spills.Wear appropriate PPE- remember to remove nitrile gloves before putting on  thermal gloves. (Face visor, appropriate shoes, thermal gloves and lab coat- fastened correctly)Use cryo bucket and funnel.Pour liquid nitrogen slowly and carefully to avoid spillages.
Reviewed 07 10 2021 KS - Covid info added
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